We prove the eventological H-theorem that complements the Boltzmann H-theorem from statistical mechanics [1] and serves as a mathematical excuse (mathematically no less convincing than the Boltzmann H-theorem for the second law of thermodynamics) for what can be called "the second law of eventology", which justifies the application of Gibbs and "anti-Gibbs" distributions [2] of sets of events minimizing relative entropy, as statistical models of the behavior of a rational subject, striving for an equilibrium eventological choice between perception and activity in various spheres of her/his co-being.
Eventological H-theorem
on extreme properties of Gibbs and "anti-Gibbs" eventological distributions
Theorem (eventological H-theorem). Let (Ω, F, P) be the eventological space, X ⊆ F be the finite set of events, V(X) be nonnegative bounded function 1 on 2 X , p * (X) be some fixed eventological distribution on 2 X , and let eventological distributions p(X) on 2 X keep a mean value of the function V(X) at the given level
Then the minimum of relative entropy 1 In eventology, the V(X) is interpreted as a value (for a rational subject) of the set of events X ⊆ X occurrence on (Ω, F, P).
among all eventological distributions p is achieved on Gibbs and anti-Gibbs eventological distributions of the following form:
which can be rewritten without a normalizing factor 1/Z p * in the equivalent form:
P r o o f uses the idea of proof of one variant of Boltzmann H-theorem from statistical mechanics (in the formulation taken from [4, p. 41]). As it turned out, this long-standing idea is enough to get much more general conclusions under classical assumptions.
Let us compare the relative entropy for the Gibbs factor
by introducing the general notation for them
(where α ∈ R is a real arbitrary-sign parameter), with the relative entropy for any function ϕ(X) that is normalized to the same factor Z p * as the function f (X) is normalized to.
Introducing a new function g(X) such that ϕ(X) = f (X) · g(X), we find
The normalization of probabilities gives
and the theorem condition (V) gives
Given that
we obtain from (V1) and (B1)
Subtracting (B1) and (B2) from (B0), we obtain
By the definition, the function f (X) is positive, and the variable
is non-negative for any positive g. 
Interpretations of the eventological H-theorem

The direct analogy with physical interpretation
When the relative entropy H p p * of a physical system (with distribution p) relative to the environment (with distribution p * ) has a minimum value, in statistical thermodynamics it is considered that the system is in equilibrium with the surrounding medium, and its decrease with time corresponds to an approximation to equilibrium with a given medium 4 .
This physical analogy is used by us to construct a more general eventological model of the behavior of a rational subject based on the idea of an equilibrium choice between the perception and activity, to which the rational subject is doomed in the process of co-being. When the relative entropy H p p * of a rational subject (with distribution p) relative to one's own tastes and preferences (with p * distribution) is minimal, in eventology it is considered that the rational subject is in equilibrium with her/himself, and the decrease in relative entropy with time corresponds to the striving of the rational subject to balance with her/himself "the second law of eventology". Therefore, the proved eventological H-theorem serves as a mathematical excuse 5 for what can be called "the second law of eventology ", which justifies the use of Gibbs and anti-Gibbs distributions [2] of sets of events that minimize relative entropy as statistical models of the behavior of the rational subject, striving for an equilibrium eventological choice between perception and activity in various spheres of her/him co-being.
Event interpretation
In the eventological H-theorem, as in its physical predecessor, it is considered we know the following distribution
This is the principle of minimum relative entropy of the system for a fixed level of entropy of the environment equivalent to the maximum entropy principle the cornerstone of the second law of thermodynamics: "the increase in the entropy of the system as it approaches to equilibrium". "The change of the maximum to the minimum" is explained by formal differences in the sign between the traditional definitions of entropy:
X⊆X p(X) ln p(X) and relative entropy: X⊆X p(X) ln(p(X)/p * (X)). 5 Mathematically no less convincing than the Boltzmann H-theorem for the second law of thermodynamics.
of the set-function of value V of subsets of events from X that is defined on 2 X , and the fixed eventological distribution p * (X), X ⊆ X of the set of events X. Then the range of considered eventological distributions of the set of events X is limited by such eventological distributions
that satisfies the restriction
In other words, these eventological distributions "keep" the p-mean value of set-function of value V at a fixed level V :
The theorem states that among the given eventological distributions the relative entropy H p p * reaches a minimum on Gibbs and anti-Gibbs eventological distributions of the form
Relative entropy "measures" the deviation of one eventological distribution from another and reaches a minimum equal to zero when these eventological distributions coincide. Therefore, the eventological H-theorem actually asserts that, of among all eventological distributions which "keep" at a given level the mean value of the set-function of value V, the Gibbs and anti-Gibbs eventological distributions lie "closest" to the fixed eventological distribution p * .
Moreover, for the Gibbs and anti-Gibbs eventological distributions that minimize the relative entropy, the mean value V of set-function V is closely related to the relative entropy of these eventological distributions relative to p * . Indeed, from (G) and (−G) it follows that
Interpretation in the language of conditional eventological distributions
If we interpret:
• the set-function of value V as a characteristics of current "market" conjuncture, i.e. "market" medium that surrounds the rational subject in the "market of perception and activity";
• the fixed eventological distribution p * as the past "market" experience of the rational subject;
• the sought eventological distribution p as a result of the interaction of the past " market " experience of the rational subject with the current "market" environment, then Gibbs factor and/or anti-factor exp {−βV(X)} ; exp {γV(X)} should be interpreted as a conditional eventological distribution of the current behavior of a rational subject under the condition of her/his past "market" experience and the current "market" conjuncture. Gibbs factor and anti-factor as conditional eventological distributions. The formulas for the Gibbs and anti-Gibbs eventological distributions containing the Gibbs factor and anti-factor can be looked at as the formulas of conditional probability: 
